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~ The President’s Pages for February, 2011 ~
Wow, a new decade in the 21st century. Earthquakes, storms, flooding, wars, and oil spills dominated the past
ten years. The fight over clean energy, climate changes, and geopolitical unrest loom in the future. So what’s
new?
Life ain’t easy. As is often quoted, “Life’s a bitch, and then you die!” Succinctly, it IS what you make of it.
Please forgive me if this offends you but I’m not religious. I believe that people themselves are MOSTLY
responsible for their own lifestyles. Yeah, outside influences can really blindside you but you’ll generally reap what
you sow.
So what does all this drivel have to do with a car club? Well, the club is what WE make of it. It’s a group,
a fellowship, an assembly of like minds. We share a common interest in a specific piece of hardware. And, for
the club to survive there must be unity and commitment.
Sooooooooooooo, I’m very happy to relay that at the last meeting in January various club members stepped up
to the plate and volunteered to serve in the expiring officer positions. That’s definitely cool and greatly
appreciated.
Vic Howard will continue to produce our award winning newsletter and Ingrid shall retain stewardship as our
treasury monitor “extraordinaire”. Paul Bernardo has agreed to captain the S.S. Vegas Vairs for the coming
cruise year. Mel Jackson will serve as First Mate and fill in for Paul whenever absent. If both of these officers
have to be TDY I can still cover in those instances.
Vic has also volunteered to be the meeting recording secretary. Either it was easier to take the notes so he
can definitely read them for the newsletter or it was a leverage ploy to get Paul to take over the helm; whatever.

Bob Helt will remain as Officer At Large. Thank you one and all. I will pursue the roles of activities coordinator
(once again) and I’ll also monitor membership status.
Of course, any and all of these positions will be officially consummated by oral balloting at the February
meeting on Wednesday, the 9th. Be there.
By now most of you know that I did attend the Mesquite Motor Mania Car Show January 14th-16th. Phew,
that was a long drive for these old tired legs. Now, I definitely want to install electronic cruise control. Paul
Bernardo was also in attendance with his cool Prowler. And, I had a chance to spend some time with Mesquite
Chuck and his fuel injected ’69 Ultra Van which won one of the top awards for Most Unique Vehicle. Would you
believe he was riding around with straight pipes?!
Actually, the best part of this affair was the drive home. I always seemed to have some other show
participants riding along with me on I-15. Street rods, muscle cars, and classics in mini convoys; definitely cool.
We still don’t have cable or dish TV at home for various reasons. Thus, I would more than appreciate letting
me know if you see a listing for the ten part series about contested wills on the Investigation Discovery Channel.
The Howard Hughes segment is the episode where my car was filmed and I’d hate to miss it. The film company
promised me a DVD after the show is aired but I’ll watch at a friend’s home if I know when it’s going to be
broadcast.
One more thing: remember that NAPA stocks our carburetor choke pull-offs for less than Clarks and I was
told by Lloyd Fellows that Auto Zone stocks our fuel pumps! Got spares?
- - - - Prez (I’ll find a mirror someday) Harry

Mesquite Motor Mania Car Show
And Chili Cook-off
~ Cool Cars, Warm Weather, and Hot Chili ~
Report and Photos by G. Harry Ransom
The town of Mesquite, Nevada, is a relatively quiet community populated primarily by
retirees. It’s only 85 miles northeast of Las Vegas but it definitely broadcasts its own
atmosphere of isolation, individualism, and down home small town charm. Yes, it’s
bisected by the super busy I - 15 southern California to Salt Lake City corridor but it ain’t
no whistle stop. Mesquite is noted for its “weekend escape” golf, tennis, and skeet
shooting packages. It’s a getaway destination for many, and, for many reasons.
And my oh my did the many converge on this hamlet from the 13th through the 16th of
January, 2011. Hot rods, muscle cars, street rods, T-buckets, sports cars, antiques, and
classic iron swarmed in from all directions. Besides Nevada, hard core gearheads traveled
from Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, as well as
from Alberta, Canada. But the champion long haulers commuted from our southern most
state of Hawaii; really!
This automotive extravaganza was hosted by the Las Vegas Cruising Association and
produced by the Black Family Gaming Corporation. Participation was open to any and all
cars or trucks. The range of vehicles on display spanned from a Ford Model “T” through
the newest of Detroit’s muscle monsters. Diesel locomotive powered trucks shared the
spotlight with Shelby Cobras and supercharged big block motivated Nash Metropolitans!
Ever see a 1929 Dodge Sportsman convertible? How about a Corvair powered fiberglas
Ultra Van – with straight pipes no less?!!
The epicenter of the show was maintained at the Oasis Hotel parking lot. The Casa
Blanca served as the official headquarters and secondary show area. The Virgin River

Hotel & Casino and neighboring Eureka Hotel & Casino served as additional display
venues. Besides the show and shine exhibit parking and Main Street cruising there were
daily formal competitions in the categories of (1) roaring engines, (2) slow drags, and (3)
smokiest burn outs.
This year’s Mesquite Motor Mania had 682 registrants. That’s a lot of heavy metal boys
and girls. All were eligible for $15,000.oo in prize money. On Friday and Saturday 70
entry names were drawn for $50.oo cash payouts. On Sunday the remaining $8,000.oo
was distributed to judged and voted category winners. Participants Pick earned
$2,000.oo from fellow gearhead colleagues. The premier award for Best in Show garnered
a cool $3,000.00 which in anyone’s book ain’t peanuts. Kevin and Tammy Merrill from
Idaho accepted the award for their stunning candy apple 1940 Ford pickup.
New for 2011 was the Golf Fore Life Tournament and the Smokin’ Big Chili Challenge.
The barbeque aroma that seemed to waft throughout the entire southern portion of town
from this $5,000.oo gastronomical competition on Sunday was the product of a fully
sanctioned event by the International Chili Society. Over $8,000.00 was generated for
the Mesquite Cancer Help Society from this tasty cook-off battle and the Golf Fore Life
links duffers.
What’s in store for this show’s future? Well, I hope its continuing and expanding
success doesn’t implode upon itself. Parking is at a premium both for the participants
and the wide eyed spectators. The promoters may have to cordon off more spaces for the
show cars and relegate the general public (including the paying room customers) a bit
farther away? Hmmmmmmmmm. Of course, that can be considered a “good” problem –
one that has manifested itself from success. Each year since the inaugural event this
“happening” has garnered expanded attention and increased attendance. I’m sure it will
just get bigger and better. The superior shows prove themselves.
Did my ’ole Corvair make it there and back without any catastrophic hassles? You
betcha.’ And if the gendarmes don’t make me forfeit my geriatric license in the near
future I’ll be there again next year. As for my fellow competitors - - watch out in 2012
’cause I’m gonna’ put TWO coats of wax on my little Chevy Monza!!!!

- - - - - Dirty (Take a kid to a car show) Harry

Have you ever seen one of these?

This is one of those rare Corvair El Camino trucks that Chevrolet produced in late 1963 and early 1964. Only a small
number were built on dealer special order and very few have survived the crusher. All of these trucks came
equipped with the 140 horsepower engine, four speed manual transmission and the very low 3.89 differential gears.
Also standard was heavy duty suspension and a tow hitch. The wire wheel covers were optional and the tarp over
the truck bed is an aftermarket addition. In spite of their small size these trucks were able to carry a surprising
cargo load. What do you think this truck cost in 1964? IF YOU BELIEVE THIS, I HAVE A BRIDGE FOR SALE!!!!!
==================================================================================================================

CARS/PARTS FOR SALE OR WANTED
PAUL BERNARDO A complete motor transaxle and bell housing, ID Number: TI020YR. This motor has oil in it and turns freely with decent
compression, transmission assembly is included there is no turbo or carburetor. I am asking $500 for all. Also a beautiful 2004 Ford
Thunderbird rae Bodeau re color with awesome cork-straw leather interior power everything plus a small v-8 eng gets 25 mpg at 70+
mph power every thing even heated seats was $ 43K new now only $17.500 buy a modern classic with 2 tops and drives like a luxury sports
car. Also for sale 1993 GMC typhoon all wheel drive V_6 Turbo FI innercooled 49K act miles drive anywhere, one of only 2200
produced in 93 was $33K new only $9000 buys a sure to appreciate collectible one of 33 in this green color this was Porsche Kiann 10 years
earlier and at 1/3 the price shows American ingenuity still is alive at GM I will trade either vehicle for a older Porsche 356-or 912-or 911
needing some work is ok but as always cash is king. Contact Paul at 702-398-3972 or email: paulselect@mvdsl.com or email:
paulselect@mvdsl.com

PAUL GREEN 1965 MONZA CONVERTIBLE, midnight blue, 110 hp with 4 speed transmission. Am/fm radio, new 15” Cragar
super sport wheels and new tires. Upholstery and carpets also new. Runs great and good driver. $7800.00 Call 702-279-2550

The following books are for sale.
--THE CLASSIC CORVAIR. A technical maintenance

and upgrade manual. 310 pages.

$35+$7 S&H.
--CORVAIR

SECRETS. Little known design and operational insights. 170 pages.

$25+$6 S&H.
--HOW

TO IDENTIFY AND REBUILD CORVAIR ROCHESTER CARBURETORS .
Comprehensive carburetor information. 110 pages.
$20+$5 S&H.

Call me at 256-2008 to arrange delivery at any club meeting for no S&H charges Check or MO to: :

Sorry, no paypal

Bob Helt
3016 Pearl Harbor Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89117

Clark’s Corvair Parts

®

Clark’s has been your supplier for quality repros for the past 37 years. This year, we expect to reproduce even more parts for your Corvair.

See the Supplement for the following:
Va r io u s N e w F C Ite m s

1964 Tr im

Tu r b o pa r ts

stain l e ss g as ta n k se n d e r s

L ate m o d e l ste e r in g c o l u m n par ts

650 Page 2007-2012 Catalog
USA - $6

CANADA - $9.95 Most Other Countries - $12.95

Clark’s Corvair Parts®
400 Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, MA 01370

413-625-9776

www.corvair.com

FAX: 413-625-8498

email: clarks@corvair.com

FILLING LIFTERS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
(Revisited-10 JAN 11)

BY BOB HELT

Again the subject of whether to fill valve lifters with oil
prior to installation has surfaced for discussion. So we
will once more try to take an objective look at both
practices and try to make an analysis of the benefits
and detriments of each. Mainly this discussion deals
with NEW lifters being installed on a new camshaft.
The same concepts may also be applied to used lifters
being reinstalled in their same locations on their old
camshaft. (Never install used lifters on a new camshaft
or on a different used camshaft.)
RECOMMENDATIONS TO NOT PRE-FILL LIFTERS
First we must note that there are several lifters
manufacturers/distributors that recommend that the
new lifters be installed just as they are right out of the
box. In other words, no pre-lube other than whatever
lube there may already be inside the lifters. Of course
it is unknown just how much manufacturers-supplied
lube actually remains inside the lifters. This lube might
have all evaporated (since it is often kerosene) or
leaked out and one would never know. The reason
given for doing this is that the lifter will not be
pumped-up. They see the problem as being that a full
lifter (that is, one that is pumped up) will hold the
valve slightly off its seat then when the pre-load is
made. Pre-load being the turning of the adjustment
nut inward anywhere from 1/4th to one full turn from
the zero lash point. With the valve being held off its
seat, when starting the engine, actual firing will be
delayed until the lifter collapses slightly ending the
pump up. All such statements observed only deal with
the out-of-box condition. Also some manufacturers cite
the possibility of a valve having a pumped-up lifter
that might contact the piston. But this is not possible
in any stock Corvair engine, so it is not a consideration
for us. These statements never seem to consider
possible filling of the lifters by running the oil pump
separately before starting the engine by using an
electric drill motor to operate the oil pump.

So therefore we must assume that these
recommendations include starting the engine with just
the lube that the manufacturers added to the lifters
when produced.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO PRE-FILL LIFTERS
The other viewpoint is that lifters should always be
filled with oil (that is, pre-lubed) prior to installation.
There are several variations on this view so let’s take a
look at them now. One is that lifters should be
vertically submerged and soaked in a container of oil
for some period of time such as overnight. The idea
being that oil will tend to displace any air trapped in
the lifter. Our position is that this is really not effective
and will not result in adequate pre-lubing.
Another technique, as already mentioned, is to
install the lifters right out of the box and then try to fill
them with oil by operating the engine oil pump with an
electric drill motor, without starting the engine. The
problems with this method are that there is really no
way of knowing just when the lifters are full of oil. This
is because experience has shown that one or more
noisy lifters on an operating engine may take
anywhere from several minutes to half-an-hour, or
more, to fill and that would be with oil getting up to
operating temperature. When using the drill motor
method, the oil will have a higher viscosity than when
the engine is running and will take longer to achieve
lifter filling. Maybe an observation of the pushrod ends
(when installed) may show a flow or dribbling of oil
(indicating that the lifters are filling with oil but theory
of metering valve operation shows that these valves
tend to block any flow to the pushrods until lifter
inertia of a running engine allows flow past the

metering valves. So using this method is hit or miss
in actually filling the lifters. It may help, or maybe not,
as far as accomplishing any lifter filling since there is
no way of knowing what is happening.

Therefore this method should be used to pre-lube
the rest of the engine, but cannot be relied on for
lifter filling.
So how do we fill the lifters with oil? There
seems to be two methods which we will discuss.
The surest way is to use a trigger-type hand-held
oil can. This is a small oil can that has an internal
pump operated by a trigger. By placing the tip of
this oil can into the oil hole on the side of the
lifter and activating the trigger until oil exits the
pushrod seat the lifter will fill with oil. Lifter filling
can also be accomplished by submerging the
lifter in oil and repeatedly depressing the internal
piston and then releasing it.
The 1965 Corvair Shop Manual shows a
method of filling lifters that have been
disassembled. This method will work on some
original lifters but not on others and probably not
on aftermarket lifters too, since it is based on an
alignment of the two side holes of the lifter body
and internal piston (so as to insert a drift in
them).
ADVANTAGES/PROBLEMS OF NOT PREFILLING LIFTERS
The advantages of this method include
elimination of any valves from being held off their
seats. But this is meaningless for two reasons.
First is that the amount that the valves are lifted
when they should be seated are very small and
may not have any significant effect. For a ¼-turn
adjustment, the valve will be held a maximum of
0.018” off its seat. And maybe worse, is the fact
that a lifter that is not full of oil will not raise the
valve as high as stock. If the stock valve lift is
assumed to be 0.390”, then an empty lifter will
only raise the valve by about 0.250”. So which is
worse? Who knows? But it shows that there can
be disadvantages. Another possible
advantage….and maybe the only real advantage,
is that a lifter that is not full of oil may more
easily rotate when raised by the cam lobe. This is
not an established fact but just a consideration.
But there are MAJOR disadvantages to not
filling the lifters with oil. Those are the delay in
getting oil to the rocker box rapidly when the
engine is started. This lack of oil can cause

considerable valve-stem/guide wear. And the
noise of 12 lifters banging and knocking around
in the engine until they fill (again anywhere from
½-hr or longer for some) is deafening, not to
mention the possible wear and damage to parts.
ADVANTAGES/PROBLEMS OF PRE-FILLING
LIFTERS
Advantages include, rapidly getting oil to the
rocker box and quiet, wear free operation when
the engine is started.
The effect of maybe holding the valves off
their seats is not known and may be moot since
the lifters will rapidly collapse to eliminate this
effect when the engine is assembled with the
valve pre-load adjustment (lifters do have a
degree of leak-down) and certainly will leak down
when the engine is started. And if they are slow
to do so, no engine damage will occur since the
stock clearances are sufficient to prevent any
piston to valve contact.
That leaves the unanswered question of
whether lifter rotation is facilitated by not prefilling as opposed to pre-filling the lifters. No
manufacturers address this subject. Neither do
the Shop Manuals. It would seem that there are
no advantages either way. A non pre-filled lifter
would be rapidly shot off the camshaft lobe when
contact is made before it might receive any
rotating effects. A fully-filled lifter would remain
in contact with the lobe while being raised but
the load of raising the valve might place a drag
on the rotation of the lifter while the lobe is lifting
it, and thus slow the rotating effect.
In summary, pre-filling the lifters would
seem to be the preferred method of installation
since oil will be directed to the rocker box more
rapidly and lifter noise would be minimized.

WELME TO RAFEECORVAIR.COM
Parts and rebuilding services in the Heartland.
Hook up your ride with high quality parts from Rafee Corvair!
Available 7 days a week at 918-753-2486. We will be glad to answer any questions you might have. E-mail: rafee@rafeecorvair.com, no charge for advice.
We are a full-time
parts and service shop for your Vair: whether you want to keep it stock, or modify it to gain performance, Rafee can do it: complete restoration & full line of rebuilding services, powder-coating and
chrome. We stock a large selection of new, used and some NOS parts. We carry durable gaskets that are custom made for Rafee Corvair. All our parts are exact reproductions for easy installation. Sick
and tired of paying high prices for parts to keep your ride going??? Why not give us a try? Here are some examples of our great prices:
-60/9 all, engine harness, $74.25

-61/4 chrome gas cap with key, $17.88

-60/4 engine shroud seal, 4 pieces, heavy duty, $16.25.

- 60-9 differential top cover gasket, cork, $4.25

-60/9 thick cork valve cover gaskets, $6.50/pair

-universal HP Accel coil, $28.25

-60/9 oil pan gasket, thick cork or aluminum, $6.25

-63/9 mirror with Chevy bow-tie, $27.80

-TRW forged pistons, $295

-60/9 rod bearings, std or .010, $54.98

-7 mm sparkplug wires, blue/ black/ red, $26.55.

–correct roller rockers for your Vair, $309 (prices subject to change)

We carry Soffseal weatherstrips, KYB, Hastings rings, Taylor wires in various colors, tissue dispensers all years, mirrors all years, Isky cams new and reground, cam gears
stock and HP, brake shoes, disc brake kits, correct fan belts, carburetor kits cars and turbo, turn signal switches, turn signal levers, grommets, oil filters, Viton O’rings, clutch
cables all years, and many more. We accept Paypal and all major credit cards. We offer discounts to clubs.

Check us on the web to order online and view Rafee’s work.

We ship worldwide. Nous parlons francais & hablamos espanol.

We are looking forward to doing business with you. Happy to be at your service!

What is this thing and what is it for?

Ever try to move a 65-69 Corvair in your garage after the power train has been
removed? Pretty wobbly isn’t it? There have been all sorts of clever ways devised to
move the car while holding the rear wheels in place using 2x4 lumber, angle iron and
pipes. Here’s one more way that looks pretty good.
The heavy duty caster wheel is from a Harbor Freight store. The pipe and angle iron are
scrap pieces the builder had in his garage. The steel angle on the left side in the picture
is drilled with the same hole pattern as a late model rear motor mount.
Once the engine, differential and transmission are removed the “dolly” can be bolted to
the rear frame using the motor mount holes and the car can be safely moved around in
your garage. Clever huh? And it only cost about $20 to make.
Credit for this idea goes to username “Dave” from Chandler, Arizona who shared his
idea on CorvairCenter.com.
Here are two more pictures:

(CONTRIBUTED BY JACK O’SHEA)

